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Looking for effective teaching strategies for your special education classroom? These quick suggestions should come in handy for teachers working with special-needs students who pose certain challenges. Working with short attention spans. Set clear expectations for all students. Use visual and auditory reminders to change from one activity to the next. This may need to be done several times before the change is made. An egg timer is a good auditory tool that indicates a signal to begin or end an activity. Managing constant change. The science behind teaching special education students is not cut-and-dry, and the strategies that teachers develop for their classrooms shouldn’t be permanent; instead, think scalable and flexible. Teaching Defiance has 5 ratings and 1 review. Michael Newman—two-time winner of the Cyril O. Houle Award for Outstanding Literature in Adult Education... Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking Teaching Defiance: Stories and Strategies for Activist Educators as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Teaching Defiance: Stories and Strategies for Activist Educators. 4.6 (5 ratings by Goodreads). Paperback. This is a book about choice. It urges activist educators to help people break free from their pasts, take control of the present, and make deliberate, defiant choices about their futures. A true polemic, Teaching Defiance offers an exciting antidote to some of the formulaic writing in the fields of adult education, organizational learning, and human resource development. Michael Newman—a two-time winner of the Cyril O. Houle Award for Outstanding Literature in Adult Education—examines the use of rational discourse, nonrational discourse, and storytelling to bring about personal and collectiv